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BLUE LINE LOADING PUMP

BLUE LINE LOADING PUMP
The Blue Line Loading Pump and its nozzles are designed to fill the Blue Line Automatic
Taping Tools with joint compound. The Blue Line Loading Pump is also compatible with
the Premier Drywall Tools range making it even more versatile.

BEFORE USE
>

LP-1

Ensure that the Blue Line Loading Pump screen is free from any dry joint compound
and that it does not have any obvious holes.

USING THE BLUE LINE LOADING PUMP
1.

Mix joint compound making sure it is of a smooth consistency with no visible
lumps. (LP-1)

2.

Fit the appropriate nozzle to the Blue Line Loading Pump if required.
(LP-2 & LP-3)

3.

Place the Blue Line Loading Pump into the bucket of compound. (LP-4)

4.

Prime the pump by removing the two clips on the sides of the pump releasing the
pump tube. Ease the pump down and then place some compound into the tube.
Re-clip the pump tube to the head of the pump. Priming the Blue Line Loading
Pump is only necessary if it struggles to draw up the compound and distribute into
the taping tools. (LP-5)

5.

Place one foot on the pump leg and pump until joint compound is visible from the
appropriate filler nozzle. This will reduce the risk of loading air into the tools.

6.

Attach desired tool to the filler nozzle.

LP-2

LP-3

CLEANING
Your Blue Line Loading Pump should be cleaned after every use to maximize lifespan and
maintain optimal performance.
1.

Empty any excess joint compound from the pump into a bucket.

2.

Un-clip the pump tube from the head of the pump. (LP-6)

3.

Wash the pump tube out thoroughly using a hose paying special attention to the
wiper cup and the screen in the bottom of the tube. (LP-7)

4.

Return the pump tube to the head and re-fasten the clips.

LP-4
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MAINTENANCE

LP-5

General Maintenance
>

To maintain smooth unrestricted movement, once a week lightly spray the outside
of the pump with a silicone spray trying not to get any of this spray inside the
pump tube as this may cause problems when trying to draw the compound up.
Avoid spraying the rubber seals as this may reduce their lifespan due to perishing.

Filter Screen
When the screen in the bottom of the pump tube becomes clogged with dry compound or
develops holes it will need to be replaced by performing the following simple steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

LP-6

Un-clip the pump tube from the pump head separating the pump into two sections.
Unscrew the wing nut located at the bottom of the pump tube.
Remove the old filter screen. (LP-8)
Clean the surrounding area of all dry joint compound.
Fit the new filter screen.
Replace the wing nut.

LP-7
WARRANTY REPAIRS
We have established a network of authorized warranty repair facilities in the western,
central and eastern United States as well as Canada.

SERVICING
Your Blue Line Drywall Tools LLC authorized warranty repair facility has a professional
workshop with trained staff to carry out all your servicing needs.

SPARE PARTS
Easy to install maintenance kits are available from your Blue Line Drywall Tools LLC
distributor. All parts are available, some may require ordering.

CARE OF YOUR TOOLS
We recommend Readymix Jointing Compounds. Chemically fast setting compounds may
only be used in the Blue Line Drywall Tools Pump, Flat Boxes, Nail Spotters, and Corner
Box. Chemically fast setting compounds must not be used in the Automatic Taper. Always
clean and lubricate your Blue Line Drywall Tools to maintain maximum efficiency.

LP-8
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For more information, call the order desk at (800) 423-1806
www.bluelineusa.com
1250 South Wilson Way, Suite B-10 • Stockton, California 95205 • (800) 423-1806 • (209) 942-1351 • Fax (209) 942-2817

